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Wojan Adds New 3¼" Horizontal Slider to M-950 Series 

November 24, 2010 

 

Wojan Window & Door has added new horizontal slider models to its M-950 Series of aluminum 

windows. With a 3 ¼” frame depth, the slider is performance rated CW50; and is available in end vent, 

single vent and center vent configurations.  

 

“The launch of the M-950 brings to market a highly capable product, combining attractive structural and 

water attributes with very favorable thermal 

characteristics,” said Vice President of Sales Rick 

Pagano.  

 

Along with the window’s enhanced-design thermal 

break, available high-performance glass packages help 

achieve impressive U-values.  

 

The M-950 has a 10-year limited warranty on its 1” 

sealed insulated glass (IGU), as well as five years on the 

window’s materials and workmanship (one year 

moving parts). “Wojan provides one of the most 

competitive bundles of warranty coverage in the 

industry,” said Pagano. “For example, our standard 

70% Kynar® finish meets or exceeds AAMA 2605 

performance requirements, and we offer a 15-year 

limited warranty on it.  

 

“We also offer a 10-year pass-through warranty on the pour and debridged thermal break,” he said. 

“Our aluminum extrusion supplier uses Azo-Brader™ technology, which creates a mechanical lock in the 

polymer as part of its quality production process.  

 

“This combination of design features and coverage puts Wojan’s M-950 near the top of its category for 

quality and performance.”  

 

Standard finish offerings include bronze or white (AAMA 2603), bronze or white Kynar® (AAMA 2605), 

and clear or bronze anodized (AAMA 611) - custom colors are available with minimum order quantities.  

 

 

Quality Windows and Doors for All Seasons 

M-950 Horizontal Slider in Center Vent configuration 
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The newly-developed M-950’s were put through their paces at an independent certified lab, which 

tested them according to the latest standard, NAFS-08 (North American Fenestration Standard - 

AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440-08) – confirming that the products meet or exceed requirements for 

air infiltration, water resistance, uniform structural load and other key performance factors.  

 

Typical of the company’s entire window product lineup, numerous installation systems are available, 

along with a variety of mulling and stacking options.  

Founded in 1952, Wojan Window & Door Corp. manufactures quality aluminum windows and sliding 

glass doors for the U.S. marketplace from facilities in Charlevoix and Coldwater, Michigan. The diverse 

product line is rated for a variety of commercial and architectural applications. Wojan has been 

recognized four years in a row by Inc.® Magazine as one of the fastest growing private companies in 

America. Wojan is a member of AAMA (American Architectural Manufacturers Association), and is a 

registered provider with AIA/CES (American Institute of Architects Continuing Education System). 

 


